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Bangla Bond debuts on London Stock Exchange tomorrow 

A $19 million taka-denominated bond is set to make its debut on the London Stock Exchange tomorrow, in a

landmark moment for the country. The debt certificate—the Bangla Bond—is being backed by the International

Finance Corporation (IFC), the private sector arm of the World Bank Group. Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal

is expected to ring in the ceremonial trading bell, according to a senior official of the finance ministry. Following

the ceremony, an investors’ roundtable will be held to showcase Bangladesh’s growth story and investment

opportunities. The government expects to draw $1 billion from the Bangla Bond, with the rest of the amount to be

floated in phases. The floatation of the bond comes as the government looks to mobilise the hordes of expatriate

Bangladeshis towards nation building and draw in foreign investors too. Kamal will be accompanied by Salman F

Rahman, prime minister’s adviser for private industry and investment, and Monowar Ahmed, secretary of the

Economic Relations Division, at the event. The IFC has been working with the government for four years for the

Bangla bond.  A successful implementation of the bond issuance will signal the confidence offshore investors have

in the stability of the Bangladesh economy and the taka, the IFC said in its proposal in April 2015. 
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bangla-bond-debuts-london-stock-exchange-today-

1825297

বাাংলাদেদের ব্র্যান্ড ভ্যাল ু৩৯৫ বববলয়ন ডলার

ব্র্যান্ড ভ্যালুতে দ্রেুবর্ ধনশীল ২০টি দেতশর োললকায় বাাংলাতেশ রতয়তে চেুর্ ধ স্থাতন। ব্র্যান্ড মূলযায়নকারী আন্তর্ধালেক 

প্রলেষ্ঠান ব্র্যান্ড লিনযাতের লিসাতব, বাাংলাতেতশর ব্র্যান্ড ভ্যালু প্রায় ৫৪ শোাংশ দবতে িতয়তে ৩৯৫ লবললয়ন ডলার। এ 

ব্র্যান্ড ভ্যালু লনতয় ১০০টি দেতশর মতর্য বাাংলাতেতশর অবস্থান ৩৪েম। আতের োললকায় অবস্থান লেল দেখাতন ৩৭েম।

লেনটি লবষতয়র লভ্লিতে ব্র্যান্ড ভ্যালু লিসাব করা িতয়তে। এর মতর্য রতয়তে ব্র্যান্ড দেনর্ ইনতডক্স (লবএসআই), ব্র্যান্ড র

য়যালটি দরি ও ব্র্যাতন্ডর দরলভ্লনউ। এ লেনটি ের্য লনলেধষ্ট একটি সূতে বযবিার কতর ব্র্যান্ড মূলয লিসাব করা িতয়তে। আ

দের বেতরর ৩১ লডতসম্বর পে ধন্ত েতর্যর লভ্লিতে তেলর ‘দনশন ব্র্যান্ডস ২০১৯’ শীষ ধক প্রলেতবেনটি অতটাবতর প্রকাশ ক

দরতে ব্র্যান্ড লিনযাে।তনশন ব্র্যান্ডস ২০১৮ প্রলেতবেতন বাাংলাতেতশর ব্র্যান্ড ভ্যালু লেল ২৫৭ লবললয়ন ডলার। সব ধতশষ প্র

লেতবেতন ো দবতেতে ৫৩ েশলমক ৮ শোাংশ। এর দচতয় দবলশ িাতর ব্র্যান্ড ভ্যালু দবতেতে মাে লেনটি দেতশর। এর ম

দর্য প্রর্তমই আতে ঘানা। দেশটির ব্র্যান্ড ভ্যালু দবতেতে ৬৭ েশলমক ১ শোাংশ। লিেীয় ও েৃেীয় স্থাতন র্াকা উোন্ডা ও 

পযারাগুতয়র ব্র্যান্ড ভ্যালু দবতেতে ের্াক্রতম ৫৫ েশলমক ৮ ও ৫৫ েশলমক ৪ শোাংশ। ব্র্যান্ড ভ্যালু লিসাতবর দেতে

গুরুত্বপূর্ ধ সূচক ব্র্যান্ড দেনর্ ইনতডক্স প্রকাশ করা িতয়তে লেনটি স্ততের লভ্লিতে। এগুতলা িতলা লবলনতয়াে, সমার্

এবাং পর্য ও দসবা। এগুতলার লবপরীতে আবার রতয়তে আলাো উপসূচক। লবলনতয়াে স্ততের আওোয় রতয়তে লেনটি

উপসূচক—সুশাসন, বার্ার এবাং র্নতোষ্ঠী ও েেো।

http://bonikbarta.net/home/news_description/210319/%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0

%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-

%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A
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Economy not gloomy, but challenges remain: DCCI 

The current state of Bangladesh’s economy is not gloomy but it faces some major challenges such as rising bad

loans, declining exports and stagnant private investment, a leading business chamber said yesterday. “Some areas

of the economy like the banking sector, the stock market, exports of major sectors and inflow of investment by the

private sector are not doing well,” said Osama Taseer, president of the Dhaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry

(DCCI). “We have challenges, but we are trying to overcome them positively,” he said, while speaking at a press

meet on the current economic issues at the DCCI office in the capital. Taseer said the prime export-earning

garment sector, which accounts for more than 80 percent of the national exports, has been going through difficult

times. Exports slumped more than 17 percent year-on-year to $3.07 billion in October as the strong local currency

continued to depress apparel shipments, government data showed.  

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/economy-not-gloomy-challenges-remain-dcci-

1825303

Develop system to detect wilful loan defaulters

The Dhaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry on Saturday said that the Bangladesh Bank should develop a

mechanism to identify wilful defaulters to check non-performing loans in the country’s banking sector. A

mechanism to identify the nature of defaulters will help banks take necessary safeguard against NPLs, the trade

body said in an analysis on the current state and future outlook of Bangladesh economy: private sector

perspective. The DCCI released the analysis at a press briefing held at its auditorium in the capital. While

presenting the report, DCCI president Osama Taseer said that NPL was now the key challenge for the economy.

Most of the banks are charging 11 per cent to 15 per cent for loans, increasing the cost of doing business and

investment, he said. Investors are not in good position and even they are making losses in business due to high

interest rate though the volume of trade has been increasing in the country, he said. He blamed excessive non-

performing loans for high interest rate.
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Redistributive fiscal policy to be developed: economists

Economists on Saturday said developing a redistributive fiscal policy, improving institutional capacity and having a

strong financial sector were required to ensure an inclusive upper-middle income Bangladesh. In the 4th BEF

Conference organised by Bangladesh Economists’ Forum at the Westin Hotel in the capital, they also warned of

middle-income trap saying that Bangladesh would have to design policy for dual graduation, least developed to

developing country and lower-middle income to upper-middle income country. The theme of the conference was

‘Strategies and Policies for an Upper-Middle Income Bangladesh’ and four papers on tax policy, financial sector

management, balance of payment and export diversification were presented at the conference. In the papers,

economists suggested that the government ensure good governance of functional institutions, human capital

development and equitable distribution to go to the upper-middle income status.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/90264/redistributive-fiscal-policy-to-be-developed-economists
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/efficient-solutions-conservation-cut-energy-use-30pc-

experts-1825285

Green building booming 

Amidst a growing demand for land, water and electricity in Dhaka, green buildings are becoming a new trend in

construction and maintenance. These buildings rely on renewable resources, like sun, water and wind, minimize

demand on non-renewable resources and maximize use through reuse and recycling. In the capital, there are

more than 20 certified green buildings, with Gulshan Avenue—a 1.4 km stretch from Gulshan 1 circle to Gulshan 2

circle—boasting at least 10 buildings with green facilities. Globally, green buildings are certified by the US Green

Building Council (USGBC), through its LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certification, which

focuses on sustainable sites, water efficiency, energy performance, use of recyclable materials and indoor

environmental quality. LEED is the most widely used green building rating program in the world and is one of the

single most powerful economic development tools for revitalizing and scaling sustainable buildings across the

globe.

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/223139

The Asian Development Bank has approved a €271.84 million, or $300 million, loan for a project to expand

transmission lines in greater Dhaka and the western zone of Bangladesh. Besides, the Asian Infrastructure

Investment Bank is considering $200 million in co-financing to finance transmission lines, substations, and an

enterprise resource planning system. The assistance also comprises a $750,000 grant from China’s Poverty

Reduction and Regional Cooperation Fund (PRC Fund), the Manila-based lender said in a statement on Friday. “As

the Bangladesh economy grows and the power grid becomes more congested,” said ADB Principal Energy

Specialist Aiming Zhou, adding that the upgradation and expansion of the country’s transmission network was

crucial for sustaining the growth and reducing poverty. “The project will improve the reliability and efficiency of

the electricity supply in the greater Dhaka and western zone of Bangladesh, helping to bolster economic growth

and achieve the government target of electricity for all by 2021.”

Efficient solutions, conservation to cut energy use by 30pc: experts 

Awareness should be raised on energy efficiency and conservation to cut its consumption with the help of efficient

technologies, machinery, best practices and changing behaviour amid fast-depleting local gas resources and rising

imports of primary fuel, experts said yesterday. With a record 8.1 percent economic growth in the last fiscal year,

Bangladesh is already the fastest growing economy in the Asia Pacific region.  Energy demand is expected to surge

further to attain the nation’s ambition of becoming a developed economy by 2041. He spoke at a press conference

to announce the upcoming “International Conference on Energy Efficiency and Conservation Awareness” at the La

Vinci hotel in Dhaka. The Sreda in collaboration with the Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Programme of

the German Development Cooperation (GIZ) and GIZ Sector Network TUEWAS (Transport, Environment, Energy

and Water in Asia) will organise the two-day event.
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$300m ADB loan to expand power lines 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/300m-adb-loan-expand-power-lines-1825291
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The prices of onion, both local and imported, continued to stay high in Dhaka's retail kitchen markets over the

week, with the local variety selling at Tk130-140 a kilogram and with the one imported from Myanmar for Tk120-

130 a kilogram. Visiting several kitchen markets yesterday in the capital's Malibagh, Rampura, Madhubag and

Karwanbazar, local onion was found being wholesaled at Tk124-130 per kg, and imported onion at Tk116-120 per

kg. Meanwhile, while Indian onion was unavailable in most kitchen markets, they were found in small quantities at

Karwanbazar wholesale market, selling for Tk140 per kg. Selim Mallik Abir, a wholesaler at Karwanbazar, said they

purchased onion at high prices, so sold at higher prices. "We are not incurring loss, rather making more profit than

before," he said, looking happy. however, Mobashera Begum, a housewife from Shahinbag, while visiting

Karwanbazar yesterday to buy onion from wholesale markets, lamented: "It was not long ago when I bought onion

at Tk36 per kg, but now I have to buy the same at Tk126 per kg." "I don't know why the government is not taking

any action against onion syndicates, who have taken us hostage," she vented her anger. Price of eggs and chicken

remained unchanged as well, as eggs sold at Tk100-105 a dozen, broiler chicken at Tk130 a kg, and locally bred

hens at Tk500 a kg.

Monday, November 11, 2019

BD’s rank in global IP regime almost unchanged

Asia accounted for more than two-thirds of all patent, trademark and industrial design applications in 2018. But

the rank of Bangladesh remained unchanged in the global industrial intellectual property (IP) domain in the last

year, according to the latest report of World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO). WIPO’s annual World

Intellectual Property Indicators (WIPI) report, released in the last month, showed that Bangladesh ranked 108th

among 132 countries in 2018. The ranking was same in 2017. “China’s IP office received the highest number of

patent applications in 2018, a record 1.54 million applications that amounts to 46.40 per cent of the global total,”

said the report. China was followed by the IP offices of the United States (597,141), Japan (313,567), the Republic

of Korea (209,992) and the European Patent Office (EPO; 174,397), it added. Together, these five offices

accounted for 85.3o per cent of the world total. The patent office of Bangladesh received 368 patent applications

in 2018. The country’s rank in trademarks application filing stood 55th among 146 countries in 2018. The ranking

was same in 2017. The country’s patent office received some 12,080 new applications for trademarks. China led

the league of global filing of trademarks in the last year followed by the US and Japan.

https://www.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade/bds-rank-in-global-ip-regime-almost-unchanged-

1573377151

Onion still pricy 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2019/11/09/onion-still-pricy
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India’s bad debt eased by write-offs, underlying problem remains 

Indian banks wrote off more than $30 billion worth of bad debt in the year to June 30, helping to lower stressed

loans on their books by 8.5 percent, according to central bank data reviewed by Reuters. The write-offs illustrate

the urgent problem of bad loans as borrowers struggle to service, let alone pay-off, their debt in a stuttering

economy. As of June 30, total stressed assets on the books of Indian banks were at 9768.47 billion rupees ($137.50 

billion), down from 10,672.29 billion rupees ($150.22 billion) a year ago, according to central bank data reviewed

by Reuters. A large part of this reduction reflected the write-off by banks of loans worth 2165.08 billion rupees

($30.64 billion) in the last financial year, the data obtained by Reuters via a right to information filing showed. And

in the period ending June 30 - the first quarter of the current financial year - write-offs amounted to 445.77 billion

rupees ($6.31 billion), the data showed. 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/indias-bad-debt-eased-write-offs-underlying-problem-

remains-1825378

Iran discovers oil field with 53b barrels of crude

A new oil field that would increase Iran’s proven reserves by about a third has been discovered, President Hassan

Rouhani has said. The field, in the south-western province of Khuzestan and about 2,400 sq km (926 sq miles) in

area, contains 53 billion barrels of crude, he said, reports BBC. Iran has been struggling to sell oil abroad because

of tough US sanctions. They were imposed after the US pulled out of a nuclear deal with world powers last year.

“We have found an oil field with 53 billion barrels of oil in place, 53 billion barrels. This is in a big oil field that

stretches 2,400 sq km from Bostan to Omidiyeh. The oil layer has a depth of 80m (262ft),” he said during a speech

in the central city of Yazd. Iran’s oil revenues will increase by $32bn (£25bn) “if extraction rate from the oil field

increases only 1.0 per cent”, he added. 

https://www.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/world/asia/iran-discovers-oil-field-with-53b-barrels-of-

crude-1573387465

China inflation soars to near eight-year high

China’s producer prices fell the most in more than three years in October, as the manufacturing sector weakened

on declining demand and a knock from the Sino-US tariff war, reinforcing the case for Beijing to keep the stimulus

coming. The producer price index (PPI), seen as a key indicator of corporate profitability, fell 1.6 per cent in

October from a year earlier, marking the steepest decline since July 2016, National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) data

showed on Saturday. Analysts had tipped a contraction of 1.5 per cent for the PPI. In contrast, China’s consumer

prices rose at their fastest pace in almost eight years, driven mostly by a surge in pork prices as African swine fever

ravaged the country’s hog herds. Zhao Wei, a macro analyst with Wuhan-based Changjiang Securities, said that the

drag from the real estate sector, which is suffering from a government crackdown on sales speculation and policy

tightening on financing for developers, will also become more pronounced.
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.


